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Allegories & Identities
18 N ov – 23 D ec 201 7
Opening: Friday, 17 November, 6.30pm – 8.30pm
Guests-of-Honour: H.E. Ngurah Swajaya (Indonesian Ambassador
to Singapore)
In the Presence of Artists: Agus Suwage, Heri Dono, Jumaldi
Alfi and Titarubi

Heri Dono, The Creatures Flying on Universe, 2015, Screenprint, handpainted acrylic on felt, 203.5 x 166.5 cm

Flying horses and faceless men greet as saturated, contorted
bodies dance beside smiling hybrids. A statement here, a shadow
there—all around echoes a mystical, whimsical theatricality
built upon alter-realities, imaginative personas and a dosage
of carnival-esque silliness. Allegories & Identities is STPI
Gallery’s first Indonesian group show that uncovers the spirited
expressions and unconventional modes of three prominent
artists Eko Nugroho, Entang Wiharso and Heri Dono, through
selected works borne from their respective collaborations with
the STPI Creative Workshop.
Like metaphorical modern-day dalangs (‘puppet masters’), Eko, Entang and Heri
spin satirical epics that resonate with global citizens, transcending geographical,
cultural and material boundaries. Complex and open-ended, they beckon us to
expand our experiential perspectives and cultural viewpoints, as we confront their
interpretation of the world we live in and the inner worlds within us.
A departure from the overtly political and rebellious art forms of the 1970s,
the pluralism offered here reflects the increasing dynamism and hybridity of
contemporary Indonesian expressions. Recent explorations have seen a shift from
a focus on the turbulent past to concerns that illuminate sharp truths about life’s
absurdities and human nature. At STPI, the artists have taken their explorations
further, reconstructing their collage of traditional and modern artistic forms, high
and low culture, and local and global references in print and paper, adding new
dimensions to existing iconographies.

Eko’s characteristic motif of masks turned three-dimensional in works like Do
We Know Ourselves? (2013) and Love, Ego Money (2013), as his protagonists
intervened in public spaces and new contexts, unmasking social constructs,
highlighting the make-up of another’s social fabric.
Entang’s ‘black goat’ alter-ego in monumental tableaus like Black Goat vs. Identity
Crime and Aesthetic Crime: Comic Book Series (2014) and Home Sweet Home (2014)
are translated in new form and materials like the tactile qualities of paper, yarn and
saturated colours to heighten his depictions of identity and relational tensions.
Paired with cheeky titles that reflect an upturned logic, Heri perpetuates symbols of
‘HeriDonology’ by combining his subversion of the wayang kulit (‘shadow puppetry’)
language with the batik technique. The characters slip and slide into a chaotic world
devoid of binaries – a caricature of real-life characters in the past and the fluid
present.
Potent with narratives and social commentary, these works are as much a statement
on cultural identities and the effects of socio-political climates, as they are an
introspection of the artists’ own practice within the contemporary art world. Their
curious assemblages are triumphant testaments to their artistic breadth, challenging
perceptions of Indonesian contemporary art.
This exhibition is held on the occasion of “RISING50”, in celebration of the 50th
anniversary of Singapore-Indonesia bilateral relations.

For f u r t h e r info rm ati o n , p l e a s e co nta ct :
Wei Lin Ng, STPI Press & Media Relations Executive
weilinng@stpi.com.sg | +65 6336 3663
Tessa Chung, STPI Senior Gallery Executive (Content Research & Communications)

tessa@stpi.com.sg

Heri Dono, The Clown who Lives in a Chaos Macro Cosmos, 2015, Screenprint, handpainted acrylic on canvas and felt, 175.5 x 126.5 cm

Heri Dono, Kuda Binal (Wild Horse), 2015, Mixed media: compressed paper pulp,
stencil and screen-print on gampi paper, leather, brass and copper, 85 x 148 x 65 cm

Eko Nugroho, Love, Ego, Money, 2013, Cast paper mask with screen print, marbling, STPI handmade paper, 112 x 41 x 38.5 cm

Eko Nugroho, Photo series (Love, Ego, Money), 2013, C-Type Print, 122 x 182 cm

Eko Nugroho, Do We Know Ourselves?, 2013, Konnyaku paper mask with wood block,
found object, coloured STPI handmade paper, 66.5 x 36 x 36 cm

Eko Nugroho, Photo series (Do We Know Ourselves?), 2013, C-Type Print, 122 x 182 cm

Entang Wiharso, Black Goat vs. Identity Crime and Aesthetic Crime: Comic Book Series, 2015,
Cast paper, acrylic paint, yarn, coloured STPI handmade paper, 227.5 x 146.5 x 5.5 cm

Entang Wiharso, Home Sweet Home, 2015, Cast paper, acrylic paint, yarn, acrylic mirror, wood panel, 201 x 254 x 4 cm

All works: Produced at STPI – Creative Workshop & Gallery © The Artists/STPI

About the Artists

Indonesian contemporary artist Eko Nugroho (1977, Yogyakarta) the
attention of curators and collectors worldwide with humorous parodies of
difficult socio-political issues arising after the downfall of Suharto’s regime in
the 1990s. The artist’s satirical voice weaves through his works, questioning
suppressed individuality and veiled hypocrisy in modern society’s landscape
of homogeneity and conformity. Eko says, “I think it is becoming more and
more difficult for people to be different. Society does not like different... I
fear our individuality will end up in vitrines and become a museum exhibit
one day.”
Eko’s art has gained wide appeal for its easy accessibility given his comicand graffiti-inspired iconography. He held a solo exhibition at STPI in 2013,
titled “We are What We Mask”. His most recent exhibitions include “Trienal
Seni Patung #3: SKALA”, Galeri Nasional Indonesia (2017), “Imaginarium:
To The Ends Of The Earth”, SAM At 8Q, Singapore (2017) and “Middle Of
Now | Here” at the Honolulu Biennial (2017). Other notable exhibitions
and projects include Venice Biennale, Writings Without Borders, Lehmann
Maupin, Hong Kong, the 2013 California-Pacific Triennial, Fantasy Islands,
Louis Vuitton Island Maison, Singapore (2012), Témoin Hybride, the Museum
of Modern Art, Paris (2012), a mural project with Le M.U.R Association at
107 Rue Oberkampf, Paris (2012), Transfiguration – Indonesian Mythologies,
Espace Culturel Louis Vuitton, Paris (2011), The Eko Chamber: Recent Works
by Eko Nugroho, The Art Gallery of South Australia (2011), and Snobs Behind
Ketchup, Lombard-Freid Projects, New York (2011). His works can be found
in the collections of Singapore Art Museum, the National Gallery of Victoria
in Melbourne, the Art Gallery of South Australia in Adelaide, Queensland Art
Gallery, Musée d’Art Moderne in Paris, Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt, and the
Guy & Myriam Ullens Foundation.

Entang Wiharso (1967, Central Java) studied painting at the Indonesian
Institute of Arts in Yogyakarta, graduating in 1987, and is widely regarded for
his unique depictions of contemporary life, which employ a dramatic visual
language that draws on both ancient mythology and popular culture. A
recipient of numerous awards and residencies—including a Pollock-Krasner
grant, a Copeland Fellowship at Amherst College, and a summer residency
at Robert Wilson’s Watermill Center—Entang has exhibited throughout the
world and represented Indonesia in major international biennials.
He last held a solo exhibition at STPI in 2015, titled “Never Say No”. Recent
exhibitions include “Love: The First of the 7 Virtues”, Hudson Valley Center
for Contemporary Art, Peekskill, New York (2015); Prospect.3, New Orleans
(2014–15); Art Stage Singapore (2015, 2014); the 55th and 51st Venice
Biennales (2013, 2005); Prague Biennale 6 (2013); “Panorama: Recent Art
from Contemporary Asia” at the Singapore Art Museum (2012); and Biennale
Jogja XI, Yogyakarta (2011–12). Entang is represented in numerous notable
collections, including the Guy and Myriam Ullens Foundation, Switzerland;
the Olbricht Collection, Germany; the Indonesian Art Institute, Yogyakarta;
the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia; the Rubell Family
Collection, Miami, USA; and the Singapore Art Museum.

Heri Dono (1960, Jakarta) is a leading Indonesian contemporary artist who
has participated in numerous international exhibitions since the early 1990s.
Known for his wildly imaginative installations such as his latest work Voyage
– Trokomod at the 56th Venice Biennale, Dono draws inspiration from wayang
kulit, the Javanese shadow-puppet fold theatre where song, visual arts and
mythology merge in one performance. Heri has developed a dark-humoured
and satirical style through his cultural roots, creating an ethereal realm of
mythological creatures and oblique narratives that explore sociopolitical,
human behaviour and contemporary issues. A master of satire, Dono uses
humour to drive home a deeper message about post-2000 identity politics.
This idea of hybridity pays tribute to the syncretism of Indonesia’s own
archipelagic cultures and resists a dominant singular narrative.
Heri Dono’s artistic career has allowed him to show his works in over 270
exhibitons, including 27 biennales. His most recent exhibitions include
“Yellow Submarine”, LATAR, Menara BTPN, Jakarta, Indonesia (2017),
“Zaman Edan (The Age Of Craziness)” at STPI (2016), “Joy/Fear”, Mizuma
Gallery, Singapore (2015), “The World and I: Heri Dono’s Art Odyssey”,
Art:1, Jakarta, Indonesia (2014). He has shown in numerous biennales and
group shows such as the 56th Venice Biennale, the 2013 Art Stage, and
many more. Permanent collections include O.H.D Art Museum, Indonesia;
Deutsche Guggenheim Frankfurt (Deutsche Bank AG Frankfurt), Germany;
Fukuoka Art Museum, Japan; National Gallery of Australia and the Singapore
Art Museum.

About STPI
STPI is a dynamic creative workshop and contemporary art gallery based in Singapore. Established in 2002, STPI is committed
to promoting artistic experimentation in the mediums of print and paper and has become one of the most cutting-edge
destinations for contemporary art in Asia. STPI sits alongside National Gallery Singapore and the Singapore Art Museum as part
of the national Visual Arts Cluster of leading institutions in the region.
STPI Creative Workshop is a rigorous incubator for pushing the boundaries of various print and papermaking techniques.
Bolstered by specialised facilities and a highly qualified workshop team, STPI Creative Workshop produces unique collaborations
with leading international artists to challenge conventions in art, explore new trajectories in their practice and share their
experience with the public.
STPI Gallery is an active platform that fosters the exchange of ideas in contemporary art with its diverse exhibitions and
public programme. The gallery hosts specially curated exhibitions of works produced in the STPI Creative Workshop and
regularly participates in international fairs. This enables it to nurture and sustain local and international interest in both its
artist collborations and in the mediums of print and paper. The gallery’s public programme aims to engage and broaden
visitor understanding of contemporary art, while collaborations with a variety of international curators, collectors and gallerists
provide a holistic experience for audiences on a global level.

2017 is going to be STPI’s most significant year yet, as it rolls out an ambitious programme of exhibitions, artist collaborations
and events under the theme of FIFTEEN YEARS AND MORE TO COME to reflect its ceaseless pursuit for bold innovation.
In 2017, STPI will host some of the most exciting names in contemporary art, including Alfredo & Isabel Aquilizan (Philippines),
Dinh Q. Lê (Vietnam), Jason Martin (UK), Philippe Parreno (France), Do Ho Suh (South Korea), Pae White (USA), and a first-time
participation from Zai Kuning (Singapore).
This year will also see STPI expand on its regular public programme, providing an even more diverse and comprehensive
learning experience for the local community and visitors to the city. The programme includes the ‘In Talks With’ series, a yearlong series of symposiums that aims to engage the public with the most influential figures in art, and peaks with ‘STPI Print
Pop-Up’ week on 23-26 August 2017 as well as STPI Annual Friends Benefit Dinner & Auction on 23 September 2017.
Art for our HOMES Project is STPI’s major community initiative, where local artist Ong Kim Seng produces an original artwork to
be translated into 300 editions, all individually hand-signed and numbered by the artist. STPI will gift these prints to selected
new homeowners on 27 August.
This year also marks STPI’s first participation in Yokohama Triennale. 20 works from STPI’s project “Exquisite Trust (Blindly
Collective Collaborations)” with Carsten Höller, Tobias Rehberger, Anri Sala, and Rirkrit Tiravanija was selected by Triennale CoDirector Akiko Miki to be exhibited at the Yokohama Museum of Art.
#STPIFIFTEENYEARS

Left to right, top to bottom – Alfredo & Isabel Aquilizan, Photo courtesy of the artist. Aaron Curry, Photo: Arthur Péquin.
Dinh Q Lê., Photo: Mikuriya Shinichiro. Philippe Parreno, Photo Courtesy: Arts at MIT. Pae White, Photo: Kevin Scanlon.
Jason Martin, Photo courtesy of the artist. Amanda Heng, Photo Courtesy: STPI. Do Ho Suh, Photo Courtesy: STPI. Carsten Höller,
Photo: John Scarisbrick. Rirkrit Tiravanija, Photo Courtesy: STPI. Tobias Rehberger, Photo: Barbara Klemm. Anri Sala, Photo: Jutta Benzenberg

Public Programme at STPI
Artist Panel: Agus Suwage, Heri Dono, Jumaldi Alfi &
Titarubi. Moderated by Nadya Wang (Managing
Editor, Art Republik)
Sat, 18 Nov
3.00pm – 4.00pm
Gamelan Performance
Sat, 9 Dec
3.00pm – 4.00pm
Family Day: Puppet Making & Wax Stamping
Sat, 16 Dec
3.00pm – 4.00pm

Upco ming Exhibitions
Kim Lim: Solo Exhibition
13 Jan - 3 Mar
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